Another WOOD'S First!

WOOD'S heavy duty Model 62
CENTER MOUNTED

ROTARY MOWER SHREDDER

Fits...
Ford 2N, 8N, 9N, NAA, 600, 800, 601 and 801 Series, Fordson Dexta Tractors, Ferguson TE 20, TE 30, TO 20, TO 30, 35 and MF 50

The new Model 62 is the rotary mower-shredder every utility tractor owner is looking for! With this twin-blade center mounted rotary, large area mowing and tight brush clearing are taken care of with ease.

When you combine the excellent “see where you’re mowing” visibility and maneuverability of the Model 62 with its hydraulic controlled cutting height and the safety of its enclosed mower housing, man, woman or boy can operate it safely and do a thorough job.

The Model 62 features the new, unique Wood's Dual V-belt drive arrangement (Pat. Pend.) with a C-belt to each blade. Here is positive power control for the toughest shredding job. It is also important protection for your tractor and the mower against sudden shock loads. Hidden cans, bottles and other refuse are no problem.

To safeguard against scalping and to produce a fine lawn mowing job, the Wood’s 62 is “free floating” center mounted on the tractor. This allows the mower to glide over holes and bumps.

The mower is completely enclosed and offset to extend just beyond the right wheel, making it handy for mowing close to buildings, fences, around trees and shrubs and other obstacles. You can change blades on the Model 62 in 5 minutes with the exclusive Wood’s quick-change blade design. Convenient access openings in the mower deck make it possible to change blades from the top side of the mower. Positive belt adjustment is easily made by regulating convenient idler pulleys.

Normal discharge of cut material on the 62 is to the rear. When side discharge is desired, a side shield is removed. With its safe, low center of gravity, here is one tractor powered rotary mower that out-performs them all for mowing on steep slopes and hills. Being center mounted and having 6½” clearance allows maneuvering over curbs, gutters and sidewalks with ease.

Ideal for Farms—Parks—Estates—Highways—Institutions—Factories—Airports—Golf Courses

Wood's Model 62 Rotary Mower
Increase the versatility of your utility tractor!

Lawn Mowing
Weed Control
Light Brush Clearing
Stalk Shredding
Pasture Clipping
Leaf Mulching

www.tractorclub.com
Specially Engineered and Built for Your Utility Tractor!

WOOD'S MODEL 62 — another outstanding CENTER MOUNTED example of the ruggedness, versatility, and trouble-free performance for which Wood’s rotaries have become the recognized leader.

Totally shielded mower housing provides maximum safety at all times. Side skids are standard equipment.

Free swinging blades safeguard against damage from hidden stones and stumps. Blade carrier is recessed to prevent cross bars from scalping.

For higher efficiency and smoother performance

NEW WOOD'S DUAL V-BELT DRIVE (Pat. Pend.)

This original and exclusive drive arrangement employs a heavy duty V-belt to each blade assembly ... full tractor power is delivered to the blades.

Another important advantage of the 62 drive is the "built-in" protection for the tractor and the mower against damage and excessive wear due to sudden shock loads.

Positive belt adjustment for smooth, efficient operation is made by adjusting convenient idler pulleys.

WOOD'S Exclusive Quick-Change Blade

Field tested and proven. By loosening and removing bolt B and swinging lug C to one side, pin A is removed and the blade can be taken out for sharpening. When in motion, the blade is held against stop D by centrifugal force.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Chain Guard—Completely encloses mower frame. Added safety for mowing in highly congested areas.

Leaf Matcher—Easily installed. Eliminates raking and burning leaves.

Check and Compare These Important Wood's Rotary Features

STRUCTURAL STRENGTH — Constructed with heavy duty 3/16" thick steel plate and 9/16" thick channel.

SHIELDS FOR SAFETY — All moving parts and blades are enclosed; shields need not be removed for lubrication.

HEAVY DUTY BLADES — Heat-treated alloy spring steel.

FREE SWINGING BLADE MOUNT — Protects tractor and machine against sudden shocks or hidden obstacles. No shear bolts to replace — complete set of blades can be changed in less than 5 minutes.

V-BELT DRIVE — Provides smoother operation, protects tractor and machine against sudden shock loads.

SIMPLE BELT ADJUSTMENT — Positive belt take-up easily made by screw adjustment on idler assembly.

TIMKEN BEARINGS — Give longer wear with less maintenance, preset and adjusted for top efficiency.

CUTTING HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT — Easily adjustable from ground to 6 1/2" high, using tractor hydraulic lift control.

SPINDLE AND DRIVE SHEAVE MOUNTING — Tapered bushing mounting prevents wallowing on shaft.

ADJUSTABLE SIDE SKIDS — Standard equipment, prevents scalping.

SPECIFICATIONS—WOOD'S MODEL 62

Cutting Width: 5 feet
Cutting Height: 0-6 1/2"
Shipping Weight: 440 lbs.
Cutter Blade Spindles: 2

Blade Speed: 1275 R. P. M.
V-Belts in Drive: 2, C
Spindle Shafts: 1 3/4"
Blades: 5/8" x 2 1/2"